problem, and I used to be in the same situation, I forced my friend to end the relationship or tell his or her how bad it could continue the relationship. This is the unethical behavior that I was not supposed to have. Second unethical behavior is I purposely make the client depend on me. This unethical behavior shouldn’t have in a person who trying to help others who come to me to seek comfort and seek help. It is because, if we make someone depend on us too much, it will be hard for other person to cope with his or her life. Not just that, being to depend on other person, it will make the client or friend to have a difficulty to solve their own problem or to think the right way to handle the issue that being faced. The third unethical behavior that I didn’t should have is violation of confidentiality. It makes me learn that any stories have a problem that being told to me is confidential. I must not leak any information or problem that being told to me unless if my client problem is threatening to them.

For my conclusion, I conclude that being a counsellor is an important task. Many responsibilities need to be taken to be a good counsellor. Helping clients to get good and reliable advice is a challenge. In this topic course, it helps me to understand what a counsellor should do and didn’t. It also helps me to understand unethical behavior that I should avoid if a want to be a good counsellor to my client.